What The Self Mastery School of Creation Can Offer You
Introduction Part 1 – 1 by Qala
How to Open & Build your Universal Power through your
Chakras
So I wanted to begin my talk with all of you by talking a little bit about power... and where it
comes from, how we access it and what we can do with it; and when I talk about power, I
talk about universal power; the power that you can receive from the field of the universe to
enhance your life here. That force is known as the Holy Spirit; it’s a pure lovelight frequency
- and when you bring it into your chakras, they develop very powerfully. Most people on the
planet live on three chakras - even though we have many more - most people that you see
walking around on the streets, they only have three chakras that are developed... and they
have a lot of issues in their life because of that; because, there is a soul that has incarnated
into the physical body, yet it may not fully have grounded yet, fully met itself and the true
love it is, and the light; and as you know from your own life: you walk through your life and
you meet certain challenges and you have great times and sometimes they’re not so great
and when they are not so great you have the potential to actually draw a lot of power in to
change the reality of your being and that reality is usually created not from what you do in
this life; but from the last three lives that you had on the Earth – as many people on the
Earth are replaying their last three lives, you know... what hasn’t been resolved from their
last three lives they carry as a soul, so the people here that so deeply want to create
something yet they can’t, they feel completely blocked to be able to do that, yet it’s their
real heart wish to do it - then the last three lives certain things that they experienced,
choices they made, created some karma and that karma is held as a wound – the soul
wound – that is the main thing that blocks peoples’ power here. So everyone has power,
there is infinite amounts of it but it is actually the chakra system that actually coordinates
your power to flow or not. Living on three chakras can be crippling when your soul truly
knows that there is a greater potential for you.
So the Creation School is about developing those chakras. It’s about spending a whole year
where you do a lot of inner work... you go on the inner and you close your eyes and you do
specific practices, meditations, you listen to high frequency teachings and basically
throughout that year you open whole new doorways in your energybody so that your
connection with the universe, with this field of infinite power is actually able to harmonise;
and that creation wound – a wound that you may carry as a soul from your last three lives
can actually lift out of your chakra system and from your soul, release into the light, and you
can live your life and have that access to the power within.
So primarily, that’s the purpose of it. It’s a very unusual training, is all I can say; it’s not a
standardised education system, the School of Creation. It doesn’t follow any standard rules
because we have all been taught that, you know, we go and learn something with our mind,
we educate ourselves and then we go and utilise those skills to do that - whereas the
training is actually an energetic training. It’s training for your soul more than your mind and
everybody who has ever done a Self Mastery or Sacred Mystery School who has trained
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with me will tell you that their mind goes through a big transformation, has to let go of so
much stuff, what they believed in, what they thought worked for them... they release it if it
doesn’t really work for them - the stuff that really works for them they keep - but what
really doesn’t work, it’s a process that this frequency that comes in through these beautiful
meditations and journeys and teachings that you listen to regularly for the whole year that it
actually activates you and begins a release process where that which you hold inside that
you may not be aware of as a soul that is unconsciously blocking you, does arise to be
released and as long as you continue to do the work and stay in the meditations, those
meditations and everything do the release process for you.
And so that’s why we call for dedicated students, because those that you know, do the
work but then something arises but they stop doing the work – they have a difficult time –
so that’s why I am being really upfront about it straight away because you know, they come
back to the work but they have a period where, you know I’ve trained a lot of people over
the years and I’ve witnessed a lot of students and how they all work differently and
everyone’s got to fit it in to their daily life - and you know, it’s quite a mastery, but I can tell
you it is well worth it if it is truly your heart desire to access your power, fully, because it’s
something you will have with you for your whole life. And whether you go on like other
people in the schools – some of my students are great teachers now and amazing beautiful
healers or whether you bring it into something else that you are doing, it doesn’t really
matter – you will be changed in your chakra system... you will be doing the work, if you’re
interested in it, it’s something that you will do and you will do it as you sit down each time
that you create for yourself, you will sit down in your own sacred space and you will get
your student materials out and listen to the audios and you will find that even though you
are doing it you will find there is a great amount of assistance with you.
And I wanted to speak a little bit about where that assistance comes from and how it
works, because it is an unusual training and I got flung into this training myself in a very
unusual way, fourteen/fifteen years ago where I was actually at university and training in the
other way that we all know, how you educate yourself here, and the Enlightened Masters
came into my life and I left the university and started training with them personally. It’s the
same training system that I received, you know it’s different material, but the same way that
I was trained that you would be trained if you were interested in this; and it is a deeply
energetic process.
So this Divine Assistance that is so profound, is all I can say, is not really spoken about on
the Earth much yet, or understood but it comes from the spiritual planes/the enlightened
planes of the Earth. When you open up to it, what you receive is so profound but the real
key is learning how to open up to it and that’s what the training gives you. It teaches you
how to open your pillar, how to ignite your energy, because once you’ve done that you can
receive everything from the universe. When you are living on three chakras, whether it’s
your base and you’re really great in the physical plane but you know, your relationships
don’t work because your heart’s not really developed... maybe you’ve got a great voice you
know, that’s the other chakra that’s really happening, you’re confident, but the other
developments aren’t there – when you are living on that - you’re experiencing yourself in a
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limited way here and you haven’t really met yourself yet. This Divine Assistance that comes
through the Enlightened Masters and many Archangels and Angels, many beings from other
realms that are made of pure light, ascended beings.
The way that you receive that Divine Assistance is a very special technique. It occurs
through a spiritual portal opening in the space where you are. Not everybody knows how
to open a spiritual portal, but when a spiritual portal opens, the frequency from the higher
dimensional realms is able to come into your chakras, into your energyfield and as it
activates your field it changes everything in your field, it enlightens it basically; it lifts things
out that are bound and held, you know, grief and all those things that are really bound and
held that we may not even know that we hold unless something major happens in our life.
So this spiritual portal – this is the key of the training really, that you actually sit in a spiritual
portal every time you so the work the portal opens and the way that it opens is through the
recordings, through the specific material that you are given.
You are going to have an experience of that tonight here, a little bit later so you can see
what the difference is in this space and how you feel, and how you feel when a spiritual
portal is actually opened. So really through that spiritual portal and the Divine Assistance
that comes is that your higher self, your higher consciousness that may not be fully
grounded yet – like I said before, there’s your soul – you are potentially living through three
chakras to twelve chakras here, depending on your evolution at the moment. Most people
walking round on the street have got three fully activated and living on that. You have the
potential to have twelve fully activated. And these run from beneath your feet to above your
crown and they run through your central body, they form a pillar. So basically when you are
in a spiritual portal, it is a holy protected space, it cannot be interfered with in any way. You
will receive that work, whatever that work is; there are so many different forms of work
through the school, they all come from a place of receiving though – you repattern your
energybody, you do clearings in yourself, you receive massive amounts of love and light,
gifts, you open up your higher self connection –all these things are part of the training;
there’s many other things like opening up your sacred sound, working with your
communication, your divine voice, bringing frequency though... you will notice that as I am
talking to you now, my soul is talking to you but over the evening you will notice that I will
bring more frequency through. I’m specifically doing this so you can see the difference; that
when my presence comes through, which is that holy spirit energy that I’m talking about
that we all hold, this power, then I particularly bring through power as a teacher; that’s my
path here. You will notice that my frequency, my voice and my whole being changes – it’s a
larger presence or a being that comes and is sitting and connecting with you... right now
you are connecting with my soul but we have a holy spirit.
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